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We present amulti-calibrator solution, i. e. MultiView, to achieve accurate as-
trometry on the level of the thermal noise at low VLBI frequencies dominated by
ionospheric residuals. We demonstrate on L-band VLBA observations howMulti-
View provides superior astrometry to conventional phase referencing techniques
[1]. We also introduce a new trial method to detect antenna based systematic er-
rors in the observations [2]. All presented methods and results are based on our
recent papers [2, 1].
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1 Introduction
High-precision astrometry using very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) de-

pends on the precise calibration of fringe phase residuals. Difficulties usually arise
from residual errors in the propagation medium that were not addressed properly
with the adopted phase referencing (PR) method. Conventional PR techniques at
roughly 8–43GHz are effective in achieving astrometric accuracies on a 10 µas-
level ( [3], and references therein), but the short tropospheric coherence times at
higher frequencies and the spatial ionospheric irregularities at lower frequencies
degrade the effectiveness of existing solutions. Recently, new techniques that rely
on (near) simultaneous multi-frequency observations have extended the limit of
µas astrometry to the mm-wavelength regime (see Frequency Phase Transfer and
Source Frequency PR, e. g. [4]).

At frequencies below ∼ 8GHz the dispersive ionospheric propagation effects
have an increasingly dominant signature. The slowly changing spatial irregularities
of plasma density in the atmosphere introduce differential path variations between
the direction of the calibrator and target sources and cause systematic position
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errors even for small source separations. Existing solutions include using wide-
spread bands to measure and remove the frequency-dependent dispersive compo-
nent of ionospheric delays (see [5, 6] or the newly developed Multi-Frequency PR
[7]); or use simultaneous observations of a target–calibrator pair in the same pri-
mary beam of the VLBI antennas (in-beam PR) to minimize angular separation and
thus any residual errors (see e. g. [8]). However, wide bands can only be used for
continuum sources and in-beam PR is limited by the availability of nearby calibra-
tors.

An alternative approach is to use scans on multiple calibrators to model the 2D
phase screen around the target, a technique termed as MultiView (MV) calibration
[9, 10, 11]. By determining the spatial structure of the ionosphere, it is possible to
reach astrometric errors only limited by the random thermal noise, even with cali-
brators several degrees away. This increases the availability of suitable calibrators
and extends the applicability of precise low-frequency astrometry. In this contri-
bution we shortly introduce an observational demonstration of MV for astrometry
at 1.6GHz. The major part is a summary of our results published in [1] and we refer
the reader to this publication for a complete discussion on the presented topics.

2 Observations and data reduction
Observations were conducted at 1.6GHz in two epochs with the NRAO Very

Long Baseline Array (VLBA) separated by one month (ID: BO047A7 and A4). Both
sessions included observations of an OH maser source (WX Psc) and a continuum
source (J0106+1300) in the same primary beam (separated by 24′), and three other
calibrators spread around the targets with increasing separations (J0113+1324 at 2◦,
J0121+1149 at 4◦ and J0042+1009 at 6◦) selected from the Astrogeo Center Database.
The sources were observed with 5-min duty cycles for 4 hours per epoch, as longer
source-switching times from earlier observations proved too long to reliably con-
nect the phases between scans. Scans were recorded at a data rate of 256Mbps, us-
ing 4 IF bands spread out over 300MHz including all ground-state OH maser lines,
each with bandwidths and channel spacings of 8MHz and 1.95 kHz, respectively.

The goal of the observations were to demonstrate MV by conducting a compar-
ative astrometric study using various calibration techniques. These include con-
ventional PR techniques between J0106+1300 as target and J0113+1324 (PR 2◦),
J0121+1149 (PR 4◦) or J0042+1009 (PR 6◦) as calibrators; in-beam PR between
WX Psc as target and J0106+1300; and MV calibration techniques using solutions
based on J0113+1324, J0121+1149 and J0042+1009 to apply to J0106+1300 or WX Psc
as targets to test MV on both continuum and line datasets. The PR analyses were
carried out using standard procedures in the NRAO Astronomical Image Process-
ing System (AIPS), while the MV analysis required additional steps to incorporate
direction dependent effects in the calibration. This was done by a 2D interpola-
tion — including the tracking of possible 2π phase ambiguities — of fringe phase
solutions along the directions of all calibrators to provide corrections along the
line of sight of the target observations, thus solving for the first order effects of
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Fig. 1. Calibrated visibility phases of J0106+1300 using MV (solid circles) with three
calibrators, and PR with a calibrator 2◦ (squares) and 4◦ (triangles) away on a subgroup of

baselines, in Epoch I (left) and Epoch II (right)

the spatial structures in the propagation medium above each antenna. As a result,
the target was phase referenced to an assumed virtual point on the sky that was
derived from the combination of the three MV calibrators.

3 Results and error analysis
We obtain MV solutions for the quasar J0106+1300 and the maser WX Psc, using

the same two observing sessions and calibrators, which we then compare to several
traditional PR solutions. Fig. 1 shows the residual visibility phases of J0106+1300
after calibration using PR 2◦, PR 4◦and MV. Slow phase drifts after conventional
PR indicate residual systematic phase errors, which are different in the two epochs
and depend on the ionospheric weather conditions and the angular separation of
the calibrator. The large disturbances seen at the beginning of the observations
correspond to sunrise. The MV phase residuals are the smallest in all cases and
show no systematic trends. They are also similar in both epochs, indicating the
effective mitigation of ionospheric phase errors regardless of weather conditions
(see more in [1]).

Residuals are composed of systematic and random errors. Systematic effects
are hard to detect as they introduce shifts in the position without degrading the
resulting image quality. We introduce a new technique to try and separate these
two types of error sources, by imaging the calibrated visibilities with all possible
three-antenna subarrays of the VLBA [2]. We then measure the peak positions in
the resulting maps, which are all coherent but shifted images of the same source.
Comparing the positions determined from these subarrays can expose antennas af-
fected by systematic errors. Fig. 2 demonstrates the results from subarray imaging
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Fig. 2. Positions of J0106+1300 in respective epochs using the various solutions, determined
with all the 56 three-antenna subarrays of the continental VLBA (not incuding MK or SC).

Open circles and triangles mark measurements that contain antennas BR and HN
respectively. Offsets are relative to the mean positions

for J0106+1300, using all possible PR and MV calibrations. The spread of the de-
rived positions is related to random errors and it gets larger with increasing calibra-
tor separations. In order to show how antennas can be related to shifts depending
on calibration method and ionospheric conditions, BR (circles) and HN (triangles)
were highlighted as being the most remote antennas in the continental VLBA (MK
and SC had to be flagged out earlier). In PR 6◦and PR 4◦we do not see any particular
pattern, but systematic shifts become visible in the PR 2◦and MV solutions due to
the smaller scatter. Using the methods described in [12] and [2], we expect residual
ionospheric errors to be on the order of ∼ 0.1mas for MV and ∼ 0.6mas for PR 2◦,
which are comparable to the shifts seen for BR in Epoch I and demonstrate the ad-
ditional corrections in MV. However, the MV solutions also show a small peculiar
offset for HN, almost identical in size and direction in both epochs, that is also
visible in Epoch I of PR 2◦although in the opposite direction. Understanding this
effect requires further study. For more details on sub-array imaging and analysis
of the maser data, refer to [2].

Table 1 shows the total astrometric uncertainties of our measurements for
J0106+1300 using various estimates. Thermal noise errors are derived from the ran-
dom thermal noise in the maps and are not sensitive to systematic effects. We also
estimate the errors by fitting a Gaussian model to the distribution of peak posi-
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tions shown in Fig. 2, and are termed as “triangle baseline errors” that should give
more conservative estimates. Finally, we calculate the repeatability errors which
are derived from the change in the measured offsets at the two epochs and provide
estimates on the total astrometric accuracy including all remaining systematic er-
rors. Only MV is capable of reproducing the position of J0106+1300 on the level of
the calculated uncertainties in each epoch and it provides more than an order of
magnitude increase in accuracy compared to PR 2◦. For a detailed discussion on
these and the maser results, refer to [1].

Table 1
Astrometric error estimates for J0106+1300

Method Thermal, mas Triangle, mas Repeatability, mas
I II I II ∆′I-II

MV 0.17 0.14 0.36 0.33 0.10
PR 2◦ 0.19 0.11 0.56 0.14 2.72
PR 4◦ 0.42 0.22 0.54 0.26 3.94
PR 6◦ 0.75 0.44 0.70 0.70 11.2

Notes. Thermal: errors from thermal noise. Triangle: triangle baseline errors.

4 Conclusions
We demonstrated the superior calibration results of MV compared to conven-

tional PR techniques, by achieving accurate astrometry on the level of the thermal
noise (∼ 0.1 mas). These pilot results indicate that the multi-calibrator phase-
modeling approach of MV can be the key to complete ionospheric mitigation and
µas astrometry at low frequencies. This is especially important with the arrival of
the Square Kilometer Array (SKA), as SKA will operate in the ionosphere-dominated
frequency regime and is expected to have multi-beam capabilities ideal for MV
[13]. Multiple beams can make MV calibration even more accurate as they remove
dynamic errors and coherence time limitations inherent in any source-switching
setup. Multi-beam capabilities are already available for a couple of antennas, e. g.
ASKAP, WSRT Apertif, Effelsberg in the 800–1800 MHz range or the prototype sys-
tem at the Sardinia Radio telescope, currently operating with 5 beams in C-band
but expected to expand both in frequency and number of beams.
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